
First Impressions 
on Job Interviews 

How important are first impressions in an interview?  The answer is simple – first 
impressions are critical.  In fact, some studies have suggested that an employer often 
decides whether to hire or not hire a person in the first few minutes of the interview.  Fair 
or not, it is a simple fact that first impressions are an important consideration in the hiring 
process.  By following these simple strategies, you will be on the road toward making 
the best impression you can with the employer. 

 

 Research the company and community.  It will help you discuss formal and informal
issues throughout the entire interview.

 Know how to get to the interview location, as well as parking arrangements.  Leave
sufficient time to arrive 10 minutes ahead of your scheduled interview.

 Dress appropriately. Even in today’s casual work environment, you can’t go wrong
by wearing a business suit.  Nothing about your appearance – clothing, jewelry,
hairstyle, perfume, etc. – should fall outside the expected norm of that type of
organization.  A job interview is not the time to be the trendsetter, but rather to “fit
in” with the organizational culture.

 

 Be polite and respectful to everyone you meet.
 Greet people by name.  If you don’t catch the name, ask for it again.
 Give a firm handshake.
 Introduce yourself to the receptionist, explaining who you are and your purpose in

being there.
 Establish good eye contact to everyone you meet.
 Smile and relax.
 Be enthusiastic and eager about the opportunity to meet with the employer.
 Be yourself!

Preparation 

A recent study found that interviewers rated 40% 
of all applicants as having grooming problems 
that created a negative first impression. 

Arrival Advice 

The Interview 



 Act interested in the position.  Lean slightly forward in your chair and make good
eye contact.

 Eliminate annoying behaviors such as foot tapping, and saying “uhhh”
excessively.

 Pay attention to the tone and volume of your voice.
 Be aware of your facial expressions.
 Come Prepared with a portfolio and a pen to take notes on.

Make sure that your resume, letters, and thank-you 
notes are neat and error-free.  This creates an 
impression too. 

Nonverbal Behaviors 
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